
Chapter Ten 

Into the Jungle 

 Bonnie and I were nervous. We were about to leave to go into the deeper parts of the 

jungle. The parts that Baris and Asli said had become far too dangerous these days. It was true 

that we had visited part of the jungle earlier when we first arrived here but we still had not been 

to the part that Baris and the others said were ‘cursed’. That was about to change though.  

 I had never seen anyone as committed to their mission as Baris and Asli were. Asli was 

the more serious of the two leaders of the tribal warriors but nevertheless I think Bonnie and I 

began to rub off her as she, like Baris, was becoming more open to actually living and having 

rather than having a stale predictable almost robot like life.  

 Asli and Baris both were surprised that Bonnie and I got our things ready before either of 

them or most of their troops did. Honestly, it was not hard to do. All we carried was some water 

on left our side, our swords and shields which we kept on our backs, and in Bonnie’s case an 

extra pouch on her right side which had the ointments and medicines that village doctors carried 

with them into the field. Still, that being said and with what I had mentioned earlier about Asli 

and Baris almost always being ready to go it was a pleasant surprise to us and to them that we 

were the first to be ready. 

 Baris, was extremely accurate when he said it would be ten minutes before he and his 

troops left. Anyone who arrived late stayed at home and was ‘punished’ by extra duty and extra 

training from which Asli and Baris told me was never fun for anyone. I am not sure if there was 

anyone who was late. If they were, I did not know about it and from what I could tell neither did 



Bonnie. All we were focused on was helping the village take back the jungle and keep their 

village safe. 

 We began the march into the jungle. Bonnie, Asli, Baris and I marched in front of the 

soldiers who were all armed with bows, swords, shields and spears. There was no expense being 

taken here. Anyone that could fight went and any and all weapons were given. Given how armed 

these soldiers were compared to us I knew it was going to be dangerous. 

 “If you don’t mind me asking sir why did Bonnie and I not get a bow and spear like the 

others,” I asked. 

 “My young friend you and your mate’s job is going to be different. Asli and I have 

decided to basically keep you covered while you two make it for the temple,” Baris said. 

 “But Bonnie is your doctor,” I said. 

 “Bonnie is a field doctor but she is not the only one. We always have multiple doctors,” 

Baris said. “And besides I am also looking more in the long term for you two. You two will not 

always be here in the village. You will have a long journey ahead and I am hoping the skills you 

pick up here can be quite useful for you along the way.”  

 “I appreciate it,” I said. 

 “You and your friend have grown up quite a bit and have gotten better but still you must 

continue to improve. Always strive to be better than what you are now. If you do not 

complacency will set in and you will go nowhere,” Baris said. 

 “Yes sir,” I said 

******************** 

 We continued to march through the jungle. It was one of the most beautiful jungles and 

forest I had ever been. All the trees appeared to be full of life. The grass was brightly colored 



green as were most of the leaves on the plants and trees. There were some colored flowers as 

well which made the forest have an extremely bright and lit up appearance. This contrasted with 

the first part of the jungle which we entered when we arrived in Verity. That part was extremely 

dark and hardly any light got in. Here seeing where you were going was not a problem. 

 The only problem with this part of the jungle I said to myself were the jungle people. 

They tended to blend in easier with this environment and though Bonnie, Barris, Asli, me and the 

other soldiers did a better job of trying to blend in with the jungle environment I still felt that we 

were at a disadvantage. 

 We were rather fortunate. Despite being in the jungle for nearly two hours we did not see 

or even hear any of the jungle people. Baris told me as we continued to march that this was the 

furthest that he and his soldiers had made it into the jungle ever since the Jungle Master and his 

people turned against the village.  

 “If that be the case, then we need to keep our guards on,” I said. 

 “I agree,” Bonnie added. 

 “Hush,” Baris said. 

 For the first time we heard footsteps. Not just one or two but several footsteps. This told 

us that several jungle people were now near us. If that was the case why had they not attacked 

yet. Thoughts began to race through my mind as I heard loud screeches coming up from above. 

Bonnie and I looked around to see where the screeches were coming from. 

 “On your guard troops,” Baris warned. 

 With that we saw a huge brown spear come from the sky and hit one of the soldiers 

directly in his chest. He fell down dead as the other soldiers ran and began taking cover and 

trying to hide and blend in with the trees. 



 “Okay,” I said. “Where are you?  

 As soon as I finished speaking, I heard Bonnie shout at me. 

 “Jump,” Bonnie screamed. 

 I barely avoided being speared as I jumped out of the way at the last minute. The spear 

landed on the ground exactly where I had been standing a second earlier. I continued to look 

around to see where my would be assassin was.  

 “Careful. These jungle people are good,” Baris said. 

 The soldiers took out their bows and began shooting arrows high into the trees. I believed 

these jungle warriors were somewhere high in the trees though I still could not see them. A 

moment later another solider quickly got killed as a spear went through him. Baris, Asli, Bonnie 

and I were becoming more frightened by the minute. The four of us could not see anything and 

yet despite our best efforts of being more concealed the jungle people still could see us. 

 Fear begin to creep into my mind. I turned and saw three more soldiers get speared by our 

hidden assassins. Asli turned to where she saw the last spear come from and threw a spear herself 

and much to our surprise and relief we saw the spear had hit one of the jungle people. The jungle 

warrior fell onto the ground as dead as the soldiers of ours they had been killing. I took a glance 

at it. Like the Jungle Master this jungle warrior appeared to be made of all plant though it had a 

skull mask that was covering its face. I took off its skull mask and to my horror this jungle 

warrior did not look alive at all. I mean sure it was dead. Asli killed it with a spear. That is not 

what I am talking about. The figure’s face looked like a skull and not a humanoid shaped head.  

 “Hey Baris,” I said. 

 “What is it?” Baris shouted as he turned to give instructions to other soldiers who 

continued to throw spears and shoot arrows at the mysterious jungle people. 



 “Is this what the jungle people normally look like,” I asked as I showed him the jungle 

warrior’s corpse. 

 “Heavens no. These people are cursed,” Baris, said as a hint of fright came into his voice. 

 “What is the matter?” Asli said as she saw the corpse of the dead jungle warrior. “Oh. 

That is not good.” 

 “No, it is not,” Barris replied as he turned to us. “Bonnie, Alex.” 

 “What are we going to do?” I asked. 

 “You two will keep going to the temple as planned,” Baris said. 

 “And leave you but you will,” Bonnie began. 

 “Listen to me to me young lady,” Baris said. “Sometimes we have to put the needs of the 

mission over the needs of the individuals. The mission is for you two to get to the temple. If we 

die than it is our fate to die but if we do not die then it is not our time to die. You sometimes 

must have faith when you otherwise would have every reason not to. Sometimes things happen 

that we do not understand now, but in time everything will reveal itself.” 

 “That is something that my mom used to tell me all the time,” Bonnie said. 

 “Then she is a wise woman,” Baris said. 

 “You two get to the temple,” Asli said. 

 “How far is it?” I asked. 

 “And how do we know which way to go?” Bonnie asked. 

 “Just keep going north. Follow the path. Whatever you do not engage the jungle people 

unless you have to,” Baris shouted. “Now go.” 

 Bonnie and I cried. There was nothing we could do as we saw as soldiers continued to get 

picked off one at a time by the hidden jungle people of the forest. It was only a matter of time 



before Baris and Asli were killed by the jungle people I said to myself and knowing there was no 

way we could stop it made it all the worse. 

********************* 

 Bonnie and I did what Baris ordered us to do. We began running through the jungle. 

Baris and his group after an initial onslaught by the jungle people began to turn the tide of the 

battle though they were not aware that some of the jungle people had broken off and had started 

to chase us. We were not aware of this initially as we continued to race through the jungle but as 

the loud screeches, that we heard before the jungle began their attack earlier while we still were 

Baris and company, kept getting louder Bonnie and I stopped. 

 “What are we going to do now?” Bonnie asked. 

 “We’re going to be patient. Let them make the first move,” I replied.  

 “What if they throw spears at us as their first move?”  

 “Bonnie, we need to patient and be observant of our surroundings. Baris is right the 

jungle people do have the advantage, but they are not infallible.  Their weakness will show itself 

but we must be patient and observant until it does,” I reminded her. 

 The loud screeches continued to get louder. Bonnie and I stood back to back with each 

other looking in opposite directions. We looked all the forest to see where our mysterious 

assassins were. We continued to look for several minutes when he heard feet land onto the 

ground. We turned and saw that there was one small jungle warrior in front of me and one in 

front of Bonnie. Each of them took out a long thin spear and began pointing it to us. 

 “Bonnie, be careful.” 

 “You too Alex.” 



 The jungle warrior that was in front of Bonnie immediately took a shot at Bonnie. She 

barely avoided getting speared as she jumped out of the way and as she did she took her sword 

and swung it and landed a clean shot that knocked its head off.  

 “Nice one,” I congratulated her. 

 “Thanks,” Bonnie replied. 

 The jungle warrior that was in front of me was a little bit more patient. Like me, the 

jungle warrior patiently watched. I had no doubt we both wondered who would strike first. After 

several minutes of a stare down the jungle warrior took its spear and tried to stab me with it. 

Unlike Bonnie, who had managed to avoid being speared by jumping out of the way, I grabbed 

its spear and turned it against the jungle warrior. The jungle warrior let out a loud screech as it 

fell onto ground dying after being stabbed. Like with the jungle warrior we saw earlier we saw 

that its face was too like a skull. 

 “Do you think these jungle people are nothing more than skeletons dressed like plants?” 

Bonnie asked. 

 “On the surface Bonnie it may appear to be to be that way, but I honestly believe there is 

more to it than that. I have no doubt Baris is correct. Whatever is truly happening we will find 

the answer in that temple,” I said.  

 “A temple that you will never reach,” a voice roared.  

 Bonnie and I turned and much to our horror we saw the Jungle Master and many of his 

followers the jungle people.  

 “The day of you and your people terrorizing the village is over,” I said as I took my 

sword out and approached him. 



 “Ah, yes. I remember now,” the Jungle Master said. :”You that foolish boy that stood up 

to me back in the village.” 

 “This foolish boy will stand up to you again,” I said. 

 The jungle people who were beside the Jungle Master let out loud screams. It was not the 

screams we had heard before but were different. A lot different. The screams and screeches we 

heard before was like they were making calls for back up but these screams, I knew were far 

different. I sensed a hint of fear in their screams this time which told me that the jungle people 

were frightened. The jungle people were frightened by the fact that they were being challenged 

in their home domain which I knew was something they were not used to. 

 If it were possible that the jungle people could talk they would have been telling the 

Jungle Master something along these lines. Master, it would not be wise to challenge him here 

especially with the temple unprotected. If he wins we’re doomed. Perhaps that was what the 

screams were. Perhaps they were speaking in their own language. The Jungle Master appeared to 

respond to these screams as he looked at his people before turning back to me. The jungle people 

again screamed at which the Jungle Master took out something that looked like a smoke bomb. 

 “My last warning to you, young man. Turn back or die,” the Jungle Master said as he 

threw the smoke bomb onto the ground and disappeared. 

 Bonnie and I let out a huge sigh of relief. We had been fortunate. I could only hope that 

Baris, Asli and the other soldiers had been just as fortunate. Still, we needed to get to temple. 

The temple was key to solving whatever problems were occurring between the Jungle Master 

and his people and the village. As Bonnie and I stood there, thoughts again began to race through 

my mind. Even if we got to the temple how would we get in and if we got into the temple how 

would we defeat the Jungle Master and his people. The temple is their stronghold, but I also 



began to suspect the temple was far more important than anyone, even Baris or Asli, was letting 

on. Bonnie and I took a moment to regain our composure before setting off again for the temple 

which was still a little away.  


